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1 Karttunen’s Problem

Since ”must” is English’s way of representing an operator of epistemic necessity, it quantifies over all
possible worlds in which the prejacent is true. Whatever is known is true, and so the actual situation is
always among those compatible with what is known. Thus, for any φ, must φ entails φ.
Karttunen (1972) writes that Intuitively, (3b) makes a weaker claim than (1a):

(1) a. John left.
b. John must have left

Kratzer (1991) also says It has often been observed that I make a stronger claim in uttering (2a) than in
uttering (2b):

(2) a. She climbed Mount Toby.
b. She must have climbed Mount Toby.

Billy is a weather enthusiast. Looking out the window seeing pouring rain, she can report by asserting
(3a) but not (3b).

(3) (seeing the pouring rain)
a. It’s raining.
b. ??It must be raining.

If, instead, she sees people coming in from outside with wet umbrellas, slickers, and galoshes, theneven
if she knows that rain is the only explanation she can report with either the modalized claim or its bare
prejacent. Either will do:

(4) (Seeing wet rain gear and knowing rain is the only possible cause)
a. It’s raining.
b. It must be raining.

The data in (4) suggest that epistemic modals are also evidential markers: they signal that the prejacent
was reached through an inference rather than on the basis of direct observation or trustworthy reports.

2 Mantra

There is a wide variety of possible analyses to capture these facts. Mantra-based analyses propose to
weaken the meaning of epistemic must.
two kinds of approaches that make must-statements weaker than the bare prejacents.

� the weakness in the force of assertion.
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� the weakness in the truth-conditional level.

They will quickly dismiss the first approach because it fails to get embedding facts right. They then argue
that in fact, the semantics of must should remain strong.

2.1 Kant and Frege

The claim is that must operates entirely outside the content dimension. At the level of propositional
content, the story goes, the bare prejacent and the must statement are completely identical, and all that
must contributes is a comment about the speaker’s evidential basis for the prejacent proposition.

(5) Q: Why isn’t Louise coming to our meetings these days?
A: She might/must be too busy with her dissertation.

The crucial point is that what is proposed as the reason for Louise’s absence is that she is too busy with
her dissertation, not that it might or must be the case that she is too busy with her dissertation.
In other words, the response in (5) offers the prejacent as the answer to the question and the epistemic
modals seem to signal something like the speaker’s assessment of the likelihood that this is the right answer.

yes/no Question

Pascal and Mordecai are playing Mastermind. After some rounds where Mordecai gives Pascal hints about
the solution, Pascal asks:

(6) a. Do there have to be two reds?
b. Must there be two reds?

These questions clearly ask whether the evidence available entails that there are two reds, that is, the
putative evidential component is directly affected by the embedding operation contrary to the expectation
of the Kant/Frege approach.

Negation

Similary, while English must resists embedding under negation, neither have to nor must’s cognates in
other languages such as German have any such compunction:

(7) Der
the

Code
code

muss
must

nicht
not

zwei
two

rote
red

stifte
pins

enthalten.
contain

’There don’t have to be two red pins in the code.’

So, Kant/Frege account goes wrong when it claims that the epistemic modal component is not located in
the content dimension.

2.2 Kratzer

Must is not simply a universal quantifier over a modal base. A must at w is sensitive in addition, to an
ordering over possibilities an ordering ≤ w that reflects the way things normally go at w.
The lower in the ordering a world, the more order-inducing propositions are true at that world. What
must quantifies over isn’t all the possibilities in B but only those which are minimal in ≤ w
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Just because w ∈ B it does not follow that w ∈ min(B,≤ w): things might not go as expected in w. Thus
must φ doesn’t entail φ.

3 Contra the Mantra

3.1 Indirectness 6= Weakness

3.2 Must is Not Always Weak

Argument 1

Chris has lost her ball, but she knows with full certainty that it is either in Box A or B or C. She says:

(8) The ball is in A or in B or in C.
It is not in A. . . . It is not in B.
So, it must be in C.

Argument 2

She sees people coming inside with wet rain gear. And suppose she knows for sure that the only possible
reason for wet rain gear in these parts is rain. She can say It must be raining even though, ex hypothesi,
the prejacent is entailed by the information she has. If instead she sees the pouring rain then it is plain
weird for her to report it this way, even assuming that she knows that the only reason for wet rain gear in
these parts is rain.

Argument 3

Another case showing that must can easily be used in contexts where there is no weakness attending the
conclusion that the prejacent is true:

(9) A: They said it was going to rain. I wonder whether it has started.
B: I don’t think so, it was still dry when I came in 5 minutes ago.
A: Look, they’re coming in with wet umbrellas. There is no doubt at all. It must be raining now.

3.3 Must is Never Weak

Argument 1

Consider the following argument:

(10) If Carl is at the party, then Lenny must be at the party.
Carl is at the party.
So: Lenny is at the party.
The argument has this form:

(11) If φ, must ψ
φ, therefore ψ

The premises seem to entail the conclusion and not just because of the particular lexical material in (11)
but because the argument form is valid. But not if the Mantra were right.
For suppose the content of must is relatively weak compared to the bare prejacent ψ . Then, no matter
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whether that is due to the weakness of must or the strength of the bare prejacent ψ , the premises are too
weak to get the conclusion.

Argument 2

Suppose the Mantra is right, that must φ does not entail φ. Then must φ is perfectly compatible with
perhaps ¬ φ. But that isn’t how things sound, no matter the order of the conjuncts.

(12) a. # It must be raining but perhaps it isn’t raining.
b. # Perhaps it isn’t raining but it must be.

Argument 3

(13) a. Alex: It might be raining.
b. Billy: [Opens curtains] No it isn’t. You were wrong.
c. Alex: I was not! Look, I didn’t say it was raining. I only said it might be raining. Stop picking
on me!

(14) a. Alex: Chris oughtta/should be in her office.
b. Billy: [Opens door] No she isn’t. You were wrong.
c. Alex: I was not! Look, I didn’t say she was in her office. I only said she ought to be. Stop
picking on me!

While the existential ”might” and the weak necessity ”ought” are both weak modals, and so allow Alex
to distance herself from the truth of the prejacent when it turns out to be false. ”must” does not allow
Alex that distance, and this is reason to think that it can’t be weak:

(15) a. Alex: It must be raining.
b. Billy: [Opens curtains] No it isn’t. You were wrong.
c. Alex: #I was not! Look, I didn’t say it was raining. I only said it must be raining. Stop picking
on me!

Argument 4

When a smidgen of weakness is called for, speakers don’t regularly reach for must.
The Hollywood crew has been hard at work setting up their rain equipment for shooting the big scene.
You see people coming inside with wet umbrellas, slickers, and galoshes. You are pretty sure that rain is
the only explanation, filming on the big scene doesn’t start until tomorrow, but there’s a twinge of doubt.
What do you say?

(16) a. It is raining.
b. It must be raining.
c. It is probably raining.

4 The Question of Direct Evidence

The epistemic modal comes with a presupposition that neither the prejacent nor its negation is known
through direct evidence or trustworthy reports.

(17) There must be two reds
There don’t have to be two reds
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both presuppose that the truth/falsity of the prejacent There are two reds is not directly settled by direct
evidence or trustworthy evidence.
One indication that we are dealing with a presupposition is provided by ”Hey! Wait a minute” test for
presuppositionality. Von Fintel (2004) notes that if a sentence S entails that P, one cannot generally
respond to S with Hey, wait a minute. I didn’t know that P . However, one may respond thus if P is a
speaker presupposition of S . He concludes that the ability to occur in the frame, Hey, wait a minute. I
didn t know ... is diagnostic of speaker presupposition
Alex is looking out the window, Billy figures that Alex sees the weather but actually Alex is fixated on
the people in the corridor visible from there folding up wet umbrellas, slickers, and galoshes.

(18) a. Alex: It must be raining.
b. Billy: Hey! Wait a minute. Whaddya mean, must? Aren’t you looking outside?

5 Analysis

Epistemic modals express their usual quantificational meanings relative to a contextually determined modal
base.
Their proposal is that not all information that our modals quantify over is created equal: some of it is
privileged information or kernels. These represent what information is direct information in the context
or direct enough in the context, since what counts as direct may well depend on context.

Must is strong at the level of content. But such modals signal that some privileged part of the modal
base, the kernel, does not directly settle the question of the prejacent either way. They take this to be a
presupposition which is a signal about indirectness, not about weakness.

5.1 Implementation

Whether some question is directly settled boils down to whether there is an independent bit of direct
information that answers the question. Given a kernel K, we simply say that the question whether P is a
directly settled issue with respect to K just in case either P is entailed or contradicted by one of the pieces
of direct information explicitly given by the context.
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(19) a. P = [no wet rain gear ]
b. Q = [it’s raining ]

Now suppose the context is one in which Billy is indoors and sees people coming in with wet umbrellas,
slickers, and galoshes (and knows rain is the only explanation)a context, in other words, that determines
a kernel representing that there is wet rain gear: K = { P ∪Q , W/P }. In that context, Billy can say
(20b). The modalized report is just fine. That’s because there’s no single proposition in K that entails or
contradicts Q; no such proposition is explicitly given by the context. And so (by the lights of Implemen-
tation 1) that question isn’t directly settled by K. Thus our basic analysis says that the presupposition of
It must be raining is met. And since BK ⊆ Q, it is also true.

(20) (Billy seeing wet rain gear and knowing rain is the only cause)
a. It’s raining.
b. It must be raining.

If, instead, Billy is in a context in which she has direct information that it is raining, then the package
deal of Definition 5 + Implementation 1 explains why she can’t say (21b). In such a context we have a
kernel representing that it is raining: K = { P ∪Q, Q}. Obviously, Q ⊆ Q so there is a proposition in K
that that either entails or contradicts Q and so (by the lights of Implementation 1) Q is directly settled by
K. Thus our basic analysis says that the presupposition of It must be raining isn’t met. That’s why it’s
odd for Billy to say it, even though BK ⊆ Q.

(21) (Billy seeing the pouring rain)
a. It’s raining.
b. ??It must be raining.

Here Billy has direct informationintuitively, the contextually supplied kernel directly settlesthat it is rain-
ing. The kernel settles the prejacent and this conflicts with must’s evidential signal. That’s why (21b)
is bad. It’s not that Billy says something weak when she says It must be raining. It’s that the modal
signals her information isn’t direct when it is. But when Billy instead has indirect but no less conclusive
information about the weather, she can report the weather with must if she wants:
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